the goal had their dosage doubled; at 16 weeks, subjects whose SBP still exceeded the goal had a second antihypertensive added. At 24 weeks, a subject whose SBP continued to exceed the goal had their dose of the second antihypertensive doubled. The treatment schedule specified that subjects with evidence of severe clinical or laboratory toxicity would first have their dose of antihypertensive medications reduced; if the toxicity persisted, they would be switched to an alternate medication. As in the Fast Track program, this dynamic treatment is used to tailor the dosage to the subject. Furthermore, the use of rules for reducing dosage or switching medications because of side effects is a useful aid in reducing unexplained noncompliance. Indeed, subjects whose medication is switched in accordance with the rules are compliers.
In this article, we consider methodology for estimation of the mean response to both nonrandom and random dynamic treatment regimes when the available data are observational. In a nonrandom dynamic treatment regime, the rules specifying the treatment level, as outputs of present need, are nonrandom. Both the Fast Track program and the Systolic Hypertension in the Elderly Program use nonrandom dynamic treatment regimes. In a random dynamic treatment regime, the timespecific treatment level is drawn from a conditional probability distribution depending only on measures of present needs. In Section 3, we provide quantitative definitions of these two types of dynamic treatment regime. The modeling of responses to dynamic treatment regimes based on observational data has received very little statistical attention outside of a series of articles by Robins (1986 Robins ( , 1989 Robins ( , 1993 . In these papers, Robins considered the use of nested structural models to estimate a variety of conditional treatment effect parameters in the distribution of the potential response. Also, Robins (1993) discussed estimating parameters in the response to a nonrandom dynamic treatment regime by censoring the subject the first time the subject's treatment differs from the treatment specified by the dynamic regime.
In Section 2, we review the underlying causal theory based on counterfactual or potential outcomes. In section 3, we discuss the assumption of sequential randomization along with the definitions of nonrandom and random dynamic treatment regimes. Section 4 uses the work in the previous sections to precisely specify the estimand in terms of the observational data distribution. We provide an estimating function in Section 5, and then in the last section we return to the Fast Track example.
POTENTIAL OUTCOMES
We use counterfactual or potential outcome models to quantify the desired treatment effect and to state assumptions. Neyman (1990) introduced counterfactual outcomes to analyze the causal effect of time-independent treatments in randomized studies. Rubin (1978) explicated Neyman's ideas and extended Neyman's work to the analysis of causal effects of time-independent treatments from observational data. Robins (1986 Robins ( , 1987 proposed a formal theory of causal inference that extended both Neyman's and Rubin's work to assess the direct and indirect-effects of time-varying treatments from experimental and observational longitudinal studies. We use these works to specify our observations in a unified way regardless of the manner in which treatment is selected or assigned.
Suppose the treatment lasts for K intervals; during this period, intermediate outcomes may be measured, and at the end of the K intervals, a response is measured. We denote the treatment regime/vector across the K intervals by aK = (al, a2 ... , aK); a, is the level of treatment in the tth interval. In general, we use a bar over a variable to denote that variable and all past values of the same variable, so at = (a, . . ., at). Let AK aKvarying in AK}. This statement implicitly assumes that there is no need to index Y by others' treatment or by the mechanism by which the treatment was selected; this is the stable unit treatment assumption [SUTVA; see Rubin (1986) ]. In the time-varying treatment setting, this is the consistency assumption of . In particular, we assume that treatment of a subject does not influence any of the outcomes of any other subject (Cox 1958 ); indeed, we will make the stronger assumption that the observations on the sample of subjects are independent draws from one distribution. This assumption allows us to conceptualize a single potential outcome or response corresponding to each possible aK E AK and thus permit a well-defined, simple notation for an intermediate outcome and final response [see Robins (1986) and, for timeindependent treatment, Rubin (1986) and Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996) ].
SUTVA may well be violated in the Fast Track data. In addition to home visiting, the Fast Track intervention included friendship groups, in which small numbers of the intervention children were brought together to improve social skills. Thus, in close friendships, the effect of home visiting on one child may affect the friend's response. Alternately, whether a dominant child is receiving home visits may alter the dynamics of the friendship groups and thus alter other children's response to treatment. We do not deal with these complications here, because an appropriate generalization of the proposed methodology would distract from the main points of this article.
Capital letters are used to denote random variables. Treatment selection and assignment are allowed to be stochastic and are denoted by the random vector AK. So AK 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE ESTIMAND IN TERMS OF THE OBSERVATIONAL DATA
Recall that the goal of this article is to estimate, by using observational data, the mean response that would have been observed had, contrary to fact, the entire study population followed a particular dynamic regime with rules PK. Thus, we wish to estimate E-K[YIZ] for Z denoting an interesting subpopulation. However, we do not have data from a random sample of individuals following the dynamic regime, PK. Rather, the available data are observational (from the P,bs distribution where for a function g, Png(X) is defined as the average of g over the observational sample (Png(X) = 1/n Ei g(Xi)).
Note that the denominator of WPK is informally the probability of having the treatment pattern one did indeed have in the observational study. Robins (1998) introduced the idea of weighting estimating functions by the inverse of this probability to estimate parameters of marginal structural models and direct-effect structural nested models for time-varying treatments. Robins refers to such estimators as inverse probability of treatment-weighted estimators (Robins 1998 (Robins , 1999 .
In the special case in which pK represents a nonrandom dynamic treatment regime, an alternate strategy is to use the inverse probability of censoring weighted estimators as considered by Robins and Rotnitzky (1992) and Rotnitzky and Robins (1995) . Instead of modeling the treatment selection given past information, they model the adherence or nonadherence to the treatment regime given past information. Subjects are censored when their treatment first deviates from the dynamic treatment regime; these subjects receive a weight of zero. Subjects whose treatment patterns match the dynamic treatment regime receive a weight that is the product of the modeled adherence probabilities. Note that in this article, for each t, we could separate the selection probability 7rt(at at-_, It-_) into the product of the probability of adherence or nonadherence to the treatment regime given At_1 = at-_, Lt_I = lt-_ times the probability of At = at given adherence or nonadherence to the treatment regime and At_1 = at_l,
If the observational distribution satisfies sequential randomization, then /(/, Z) = EK [YIZ] and /3 can be interpreted as a parameter from the PPK distribution. That is, the sequential randomization assumption allows us to intrepret /,(/3, Z) as the mean response to the regime PK. Alternately, we may view /(/3, Z) simply as a parameterization of (4.4); this viewpoint does not require sequential randomization and does not involve consideration of potential outcomes. We use this latter viewpoint to form the estimating equation and when considering efficiency improvements.
AN ESTIMATING EQUATION
Recall that we wish to estimate EK, [YIZ] for Z denoting an interesting subpopulation and the available data are observational (from the Pobs distribution). Assuming SUTVA, (4.1) and sequential randomization, EpK[YIZ] is equal to (4.4) or, equivalently, (4.3). We separate this interpretation from the estimation. In this section, we simply consider a parameterization of (4.4) denoted by /.(/3, Z). To estimate /3, we no longer need SUTVA, sequential randomization, or (4.1); indeed, we no longer need to assume the existence of potential outcomes. However, we assume regularity conditions for the asymptotic theory and that Eobs WPK (AK LK-) = 1. Or, equivalently, given models for gK and gK1, there must exist a conditional density fK-1 for which the preceding display is true. One way to formulate g, ..., gK to satisfy the interrelationships is to parameterize each gt as linear in it-1 and independent of at. We can expect the resulting 3 to be a consistent estimator of /3 only if we correctly parameterized the gt's. An advantage of the use of (4.5) over (5.9) is that it is easier to parameterize the TrK than it is to parameterize the gK, because of the constrained relationships among the gK. An advantage of (5.7) over (5.9) and over the use of (4.5) is that the use of (5.7) to estimate ,/ leads to a consistent estimator if either the gt's or the 7rt's are parameterized correctly [see the first property following (5.7)]. This is the double robustness property; see Scharfstein et al. (1999) and Robins (to appear) for further discussion. Furthermore, note that the first term in (5.7) is (4.5) with estimated weights, and the t = 1 summand in the last term is (5.9). Thus, (5.7) combines both the direct estimation method and the weighted estimation method (4.5) to achieve consistency even when only the gt's or only the trt's are parameterized correctly.
EXAMPLE
The Fast Track trial is a longitudinal, multisite, multicohort trial of a preventive intervention versus a control. For the purposes of this illustration, we use a subset of the children for whom data were available at the time of the analysis; this is 579 high-risk children, of which 202 are in the intervention group. This is not a representative subset; furthermore, the variables used in the analysis were selected for illustrative purposes only. A more complete analysis is forthcoming. We consider two endpoints, specifically chosen to illustrate the diversity of results that can follow from the proposed analyses. Both endpoints are from end of grade 3 teacher evaluations. The first endpoint is a teacher rating of school behavior problems. The second endpoint is a teacher rating of behavior change over the course of grade 3. This second rating assesses improvement across the year in social and emotional adjustment.
Beginning in the fall of grade 2, a nonrandom dynamic treatment regime for home visiting was planned as part of the intervention. Table 1 for a description of L.
We assume that sequential randomization holds; that is, we assume that within any cross stratification of {L0, A1, Ll, A2 .. Lt_ }, the staff treatment recommendation, At, is not predictive of the array of potential outcomes, Os. For example, this means that (within a cross stratification) children for To implement (5.7), we first estimate the weights Wp4. Because the staff were not to assign and did not assign any intervention to control children, the weights for the control children are equal to one. Furthermore, we do not need to estimate the treatment selection probabilities, rIK, for the control children because we know that each probability has mass one at 0 home visiting. Consider the intervention group children. Tables 2,  3 , 4, and 5 for the estimates of aw. Note that in all four time periods, a low home visiting process measure score is predictive of higher staff home visiting recommendation; also, in the last three time periods, a past high staff home visiting recommendation is predictive of a higher staff home visiting recommendations. Additionally, there are some minor differences in home visiting recommendations by cohort and site. Because there were only four intervals and the sample size was not low, we choose to fit separate models for the home visiting recommendations in each interval; alternately, we could have fit where XX(Lt_i) is a summary vector of past information, and we estimate ag = {ago, agl} by solving (5.6). Note that the gt's are assumed to be functionally independent of both the present time t home visiting level and the past assigned home visiting levels (At). It is easy to check that this assumption plus the linearity of gt imply that the parameterizations of g, .. . gK will be consistent with one another. However, as mentioned earlier, this parameterization can be correct only under the null hypothesis of no treatment effect. Thus, the use of this model for gK implies that we assume our model for the TK is correct. The estimates of ag are given in Tables 6 and 7. For each response, we model the mean response to the treat- covariates). The ITT analysis does not adjust for the level of staff deviance from the rules of the treatment regime. In contrast, the analysis of the dynamic treatment regime yields an estimate of the mean treatment effect in the setting in which staff follow the treatment regime rules in assigning home visiting. In Table 8 , we see that for the response school behavior problems, both the ITT treatment effect and the treatment effect for the treatment regime (h = 1) are highly significant. But the estimated treatment effect in the scenario in which the staff follow the rules is nearly twice as large as the ITT treatment effect. Recall that (see Tables 2-5 ) in addition to the home visiting process measure, past treatment recommendation, site, and cohort were predictive of the treatment recommendation probabilities (74) in the observational data. The dynamic regime d4 forces uniformity across past treatment recommendation, site, and cohort in making present treatment recommendations. It is unclear whether the increased treatment effect is due to this forced uniformity or is due to using the home visiting measure only as prescribed by the regime rule. This is discussed further later. In contrast, in Table 9 , we see that although there is a significant ITT treatment effect on behavior change, there is no treatment effect for the treatment regime (h = 1). In this case, it appears that staff judgment in deviating from the rules has enhanced the treatment effect. It is unclear whether the decreased treatment effect is due to forced uniformity across site and cohort in assigning treatment, or is due to ignoring the past level of assigned treatment in making future recommendations, or is due to using the home visiting measure only as prescribed by the regime rule.
Recall that where qt is a conditional probability mass function for treatment selection given severity, s,_. We choose qt to approximate the observational distribution of treatment recommendation at time t given only the home visiting process measure. All these random dynamic regimes do not allow site, cohort, and past home visiting recommendations to influence Of course, the observational distribution of treatment recommendations given only the home visiting process measure is unknown and must be approximated. We estimate this Tables 10 and 11 . We use q,(.IS,_; 9)
to form the Pt,h('ISt-; Y) when h < 1. Note that because the proportional odds model q, is not a saturated model, the models for qt and 7ri will not be consistent with one another. However, we view qt as only an approximation to the observational distribution of treatment recommendation given severity. Also note that p, h(t S,_l; ') Tables 8 and 9 . These results are essentially equivalent to the ITT results. Recall that for h = 0, the dynamic treatment regime corresponds to drawing At from the probability mass function, qt(alSt-_; y). Thus, although there was systematic variation from the treatment assignment rule, systematic variation that can be accounted for by past home visiting recommendation and site and cohort differences, this systematic variation does not appear to alter the mean response. Rather, we see that as the random dynamic treatment regime approaches (h approaches 1) the original dynamic treatment regime, the mean effect changes. This indicates that the change in mean effect from the ITT analysis to the original dynamic treatment regime analysis is due to only using the home visiting measure as prescribed by the regime rule. Clearly a more complete analysis of the Fast Track data is needed to investigate these substantive issues. As stated previously, the two responses were chosen specifically to illustrate the diversity of thought-provoking results that can be obtained by these types of analysis. Certainly, one should give careful thought to which responses are of primary interest; variations in the dynamic treatment regime may differentially impact different responses. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This methodology provides a way to evaluate the effects of dynamic treatment regimes using observational data. It should be extended in a variety of ways. First, the interpretation of the results depends heavily on the assumption of sequential randomization. It is difficult to believe that this assumption really holds in the observational setting. Thus, an extension to this setting of the sensitivity analyses of Robins, Rotnitzky, and Scharfstein (1999b) and Scharfstein et al. (1999) is needed. A second needed extension is to allow for missing severity measures. There are two ways to do this. First, if one can expect severity measures to be occasionally missing in practice, then it makes sense to extend the dynamic regime rules to include rules for assignment when severity is missing. On the other hand, if one wishes to make inference for a rule that does not allow for missing severity measures, yet one's observational data include individuals with missing severity measures, then the methodology provided here must be adapted. One possibility is a modification of the weighting method as described by Hemran et al. (1998) . A third extension would be to grouped data. Many intervention and prevention studies take place in a school-based setting, and thus grouped data dominates. Last, more systematic work is needed on how to formulate and evaluate dynamic treatment rules and in particular the evaluation and detection of which posttreatment conditions (such as the development of side effects or the occurrence of family crises) may negate or enhance the effect of treatment. To show that B-l~'B converges in probability to B-1EB-', we may use the asymptotic normality result along with 2 and 3. 
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